
 

 

 
  



 

Editor's Welcome 

Time is flying by and we are at the end of another year and the beginning of a new one 

and here we are with Issue 50 of On Course Profits magazine. 

 

And it's a bumper issue with horse racing micro systems, tips for the Big Bang cricket, 

lessons from academic research and another chat with one of the most interesting 

tipsters that we currently work with, Gary Boswell. 

 

Nick Hardman has researched when we should be backing second strings. We've all 

seen the big races where the big trainers are represented by two, three and sometimes 

four and five runners. 

 

The pundits on the telly and online will tell you which is the first string and many, many 

times one of the other runners from the trainer who fields the favourite will win. 

 

Nick has the clues as to when we should back the second string. 

 

Gary Boswell is my kind of tipster and punter! He doesn't like to lose, I don't like to 

lose, we’re highly compatible. 

 

His tipping service which goes under the name Bet Less Win More is currently 

available for just £12.99 a month and it wins most days. 

 

http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocp-blwm


If you want to make a profit most days and don't mind including lays on the exchanges 

within your daily betting activities go and join this service, this is the ultimate no 

brainer decision. 

 

I'm getting carried away, but fair to say I like this service a lot and I bet it every day 

with my own cash.  

 

What I meant to say though is that we have another chat with Gary and further insights 

into his offbeat betting ways. 

 

Moving on, John Burke has shared key stats for finding winners when the going gets 

heavy in the mid winter and he has also shared some research into winning favourites 

and why it may be better to back favourites than big value outsiders. 

 

And guest writer James Pacheco is back with his tips for the Big Bang which will be 

underway by the time you receive this issue. 

   

As always we have highlighted in red all the systems that are included in the portfolio 

that makes up the selections we send out to subscribers of our Selections Found For 

You service. 

 

You can join that here... 

 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/selections-found-for-you/ 

 

Of course, if you prefer to find your own selections you can follow along by checking 

the systems in red that we have published this month and over the last few months. 

 

 

All the best 

Darren Power 

 

 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/selections-found-for-you/


 

First Stringers? Maybe Not 

This month we are going to look at value from a trainer / jockey combination 

perspective and it is something that I do quite a lot when making selections for the 

Betting School members.  

 

Most punters, especially the casual weekend ones, often row in with a few hefty bets on 

jollies, or outright favourites to the rest of us. That often means taking a short price 

favourite from a powerful yard such as Aiden O’Brien, Willie Mullins, Nicky 

Henderson, John Gosden and so on. These yards have a huge string of horses in training 

which means they often enter multiple horses in the same race. The one the stable 

fancies the most, or the apparent first string, will be ridden by the stable’s top jockey 

who will have a choice to ride any one of the entered runners. Punters often take this as 

gospel that the chosen horse if the one to be on. Whilst this often turns out to be the 

right choice, a flood of money for the first string runners will shorten the price and that 

means value prices for the stable’s other entries.  

 

We all know that value bets are the key to successful betting and long term profits. So, 

should we back the first string or the value runners who appear to be the second, third or 

even fourth string?  

 

The way to find out is to look at the overall performance of the trainer / top stable 

jockey against the trainer / other jockey performance.  

 



I am going to crunch the numbers over the last few years (2014 to 2018) to see which 

combinations we really should be backing.  

 

This will be the first of several such articles and we kick things off with the leading 

jumps trainer that is none other than Willie Mullins. 

Willie Mullins 

Top jockey in recent years has been Ruby Walsh. He gets to choose who he rides 

amongst the multiple entries and by default that runner becomes the stable first string. 

We know this combination is lethal, especially at the Cheltenham festival, but is it a 

profitable one?  

 

Below is a list of jockeys that have had more than 100 rides for Willie Mullins since 

2014: 

 

 
 

Ruby Walsh has ridden 378 winners in that time from 1056 rides and that equates to a 

strike rate of 36%. Note, however, that the overall P/L at Betfair SP is in the negative. 

In other words, you would have made a loss of £125.75 by backing all Mullins / Walsh 

runners to £1 win bets since 2014 to industry SP. Nothing new there, as most people 

that take their betting seriously, will understand how overbet this combination is at the 

best of times.  

 

Looking at the table above we find that David Mullins (DJ) has the lowest strike rate 

(16%) yet incurs less serious losses compare to Ruby Walsh.  

 

Patrick (PW) Mullins has a near identical strike rate to Ruby Walsh, which may surprise 

a lot of you, and his rides more or less break even at industry SP.  

 

Danny Mullins (DE) has a similar strike rate to David Mullins (DJ) at around 18%, yet 

his rides incur fewer losses in terms of P/L.  

 

That leaves us with Bryan Cooper who has the fewest rides and Paul Townend who has 

the second largest number of rides.  



Both are profitable to follow if you back all their mounts blind. Bryan Cooper has a 

similar strike rate to Ruby Walsh and Patrick Mullins. 

 

We don’t ever advocate backing runners blind, so we need to dig deeper into the 

numbers behind the Patrick Mullins, Paul Townend and Bryan Cooper rides to see when 

and where we should be backing them.  

 

For now, the rides of Ruby Walsh should be treated on a runner by runner basis as to 

whether you back them or not. Backing all his rides blind will leave you pretty skint so 

weigh up the chances of his rides in the context of the race, and more importantly in the 

context of the price. If he is riding an even money shot that should be odds-on, then 

back it. It is still value.  

 

Now, back to the other jockeys: 

Bryan Cooper 

The problem here could be the number of rides.  

 

Bryan Cooper has only ridden 8 times for Willie Mullins in 2018 compared to 52 in 

2016 and 66 in 2015. He was announced as retained rider for Gigginstown stud in 2015 

but was subsequently sacked from that role last year. In 2016, Michael O’Leary 

removed his Gigginstown string from Willie Mullins’ yard and that goes a long way to 

explain the lack of rides for the Mullins / Cooper combination in 2018 and the fact they 

did not team up at all in 2017. The fact that they did team up for 8 rides in 2018 offers 

encouragement that they will do so again this season.  

 

I can crunch the numbers to see where previous profits lie but in light of the 

Gigginstown events of recent years for both stable and rider, a watching brief is advised 

until we get a clearer picture of how this combination will progress in the future. 

 

49 of the 51 winners have come in races from 2 miles to 3 miles and that increases the 

strike rate and P/L slightly.  

 

Second, 45 of the 49 winners racing over 2 to 3 miles came in fields of 5 to 18 runners.  

 

Those simple filters push the strike rate up to near 40% and the P/L at Betfair SP up to a 

respectable £48.24 to £1 level stakes. The return on investment at Betfair SP is over 

40% which is good, to say the least. 

 

 
 

 



Best to leave it there and sit back and wait to see if and when this combination team up 

again in the 2018/2019 jumps season and if they do, whether these race conditions are 

still profitable. 

 

System: Back Willie Mullins runners when ridden by Bryan Cooper when racing 

between 2m and 3m and where there are 5-18 runners. 

Patrick Mullins 

Patrick Mullins has ridden over 200 winners for Willie Mullins since 2014 at a strike 

rate of 36%, the same strike rate that Ruby Walsh has when he rides for the trainer.  

 

The first thing we can do is remove the chase runners. When these two team up over the 

larger obstacles they have a record of just 9 wins from 64 runners (14% strike rate) and 

incur some pretty heavy losses even at exchange prices.  

 

That leaves us with the hurdlers and bumper runners, who have the following record: 

 

 
 

193 of those winners have come over trips from 2 miles to 2m 4 ½f and that pushes the 

strike rate up to 40% and we see a profit of £93.12 at Betfair SP. This is in comparison 

to the more or less break even scenario by backing all the Willie Mullins / Patrick 

Mullins runners. 

 

Now we come to the tricky part and it all depends on your way of betting – either plenty 

of short priced ones or taking the bigger prices and seeing out the odd long losing run.  

 

The bumper runners have gone in 176 times since 2014 but realise profits of just £13.48 

at Betfair SP. So, with a strike rate of 40%, you will get 2 winners in 5, but you won’t 

make much money. You can increase profits slightly if you stick to those running over 

2m to 2m 1 ½f whilst maintaining a strike rate over 40%.  

 

With such a consistent strike rate, a progressive staking plan would be the way forward 

to maximise profits with the bumper runners.  

 

An alternative approach is to back those that do not go off as the outright favourite.  

 

So, taking a runner that is co or joint-favourite or not the favourite at all gives the 

following results: 

 

 



That would be my preferred approach as you would still get a fair few bets and the P/L 

and ROI is a lot healthier.  

 

The hurdlers are few and far between but have a record of 19-63 (30% strike rate) for a 

profit of £70.19 since 2014. 17 of the 19 winners have come in non-handicap races but 

the handicappers are 2-10 and should not be ignored.  

 

Sticking to all hurdles races we find that 18 winners were aged between 4 and 8 and 16 

of the winners from those age groups were racing over 2m to 2m 4 ½f.  

 

Adding those filters in leaves us with: 

 

 
 

Not many qualifiers but a 218% ROI at Betfair SP is pretty impressive! 

 

System: Back Willie Mullins runners on NHF (Bumpers) when ridden by Patrick W 

Mullins going off NOT clear favourite. 

 

System: Back Willie Mullins hurdle runners aged between 4 and 8 years when ridden 

by Patrick W Mullins and racing over 2m-2m4.5f. 

Paul Townend 

Paul Townend is a fantastic jockey and is worth following whoever he rides for. If Ruby 

rides the first string, then Paul Townend almost certainly rides the second string when 

they line up in the same race. However, their respective P/L is markedly different as you 

can see from the first table we showed you. 

 

Basically, the exchange is your friend here and it turns a £15.34 profit into a £134.85 

profit.  

 

They do not team up in many bumpers where their record is 0-8 so we will ditch those.  

 

The most striking statistic is race distance.  

 

Sticking to races from 2m 1f to 3m 1f we see an improved set of results in terms of ROI 

and P/L. We sacrifice a few winners, but it is unlocking the profits that concern us most. 

 

 
 



It still leaves us with 149 winners in the last 5 years and we can squeeze a bit more 

profit out by sticking to the 5yo to 10yo runners. The 4yo’s tend to run in bumpers and 

are ridden by one of the Mullins boys and those over 11yo do not win often enough.  

 

From here on I would advise going with the non-handicappers: 

 

 
 

Both sets of races realise a profit but the strike rate of 12% in handicaps means some 

hefty losing runs will come into the equation. The non-handicappers come in at a 36% 

strike rate and £177.91 profit at Betfair SP. 

 

Amongst the non-handicappers it is those at the highest level where the profits are. 

 

 
 

Backing Paul Townend’s rides in Grade 1, 2, 3 and Listed races over 2m 2f to 3m 1f, 

aged 5yo to 10yo, would have resulted in 52 winners from 168 runners (31% strike rate) 

for a profit of £166.50 since 2014. 

 

System: Back Willie Mullins Non Handicap Chase and Hurdle runners aged between 5 

and 10 years when running in Class 1,2, 3 and Listed races when running over 2m1f-

3m1f and ridden by Paul Townend. 

 

Danny (DE) Mullins 
Danny Mullins record is also worthy of exploration as he too rides a good number of 

horses for Willie Mullins and he gets a few winners too. The interesting thing here is 

that Danny Mullins rides a lot of winners at a lower level compared to the likes of Paul 

Townend and Ruby Walsh, and in previous years, Bryan Cooper. When we look at 

those races worth more than £40k to the winner we find his record is 1-61.  

 

Sticking to races worth between £4k and £40k we see a completely different set of 

results: 

 



 
 

We now have a 25% strike rate (1 winner in 4), a place strike rate of 42% and a handy 

profit of £61.88.  

 

Again, we find that it is the hurdlers that realise the most profits.  

 

Danny Mullins has ridden 14 chase winners in races worth under £40k to the winner but 

these do not muster much of a profit to talk about.  

 

The hurdlers are 27-102 and realise a profit of £65.16 at Betfair SP. 

 

 
 

In terms of finding the prize money to the winner, just use the Racing Post website and 

click on the race card. The total prize money, as well as the breakdown for the winner, 

second, third etc, is given at the top of the race card. 

 

System: Back Willie Mullins Hurdle runners, when ridden by DE Mullins and prize 

money on offer, is between £4001 and £40000. 

David (DJ) Mullins 

If we can manage to find a winning angle, or at least a potentially profitable one, from 

Danny Mullins then it is well worth considering if we can find something similar for 

David Mullins as both he and Danny have similar overall records in terms of rides and 

winners for Willie Mullins. 

 

First, we can get rid of the handicappers.  

 

Believe it or not, David Mullins is 1-57 riding in handicap races for Willie Mullins 

since 2014. That itself is a tip and could well save you a few quid in the future. 

However, removing the handicapper still leaves us looking at an overall loss if we were 

to back all runners in non-handicaps.  

 

Similar to Danny Mullins, David does not ride many bumper runners and when he does, 

he is 0-6.  

 

What we want to do is concentrate on the chasers and in particular those running in 

Listed and Graded chases and Beginner’s chases. 

 



The surprise here, well to me, is that he is 7-19 in Listed and Graded races, although the 

profits are marginal. Similarly, the beginners are 7-15 but the profit is much healthier as 

is the ROI.  

 

In combination, it is just under £12 profit from 34 bets for an ROI of about 33%. 

 

 
 

We finish off with a look at the Mullins runners on the flat. In this instance it is not so 

much a look for the second string or third string jockey and more to find out who he 

turns to on the flat. His overall record since 2014 with his flat runners reads 73-367 

which is a respectable 20% strike rate.  

 

Backing all those runners would have returned a tidy profit of £98.15 at Betfair SP. 

 

System: Back Willie Mullins runners in NON Handicap Chase and Beginners Chases 

when ridden by DJ Mullins. 

Colin Keane 

Forget Ryan Moore and Frankie, look to Colin Keane riding on the flat for Willie 

Mulllins.  

 

The pair has combined for 11 winners from 44 rides since 2014. That is a 25% strike 

rate and it shows a profit of £3.56. Not much you may say but we can improve on those 

results easily.  

 

All 11 winners have come over trips from 1m 2f to 2 miles. 8 of the 11 winners were 

aged 4yo or 5yo.  

 

Those simple filters improve the results to: 

 

 
 

System: Back Willie Mullins runners aged between 4-5 years running over 1m2f-2m on 

the Flat. 

 

 

 



Chris Hayes 

Another jockey who does well riding on the flat for Willie Mullins, Chris Hayes has 

teamed up with the jumps maestro on 26 occasions and they have been successful on 5 

occasions. The strike rate is a respectable 21% but this time the profits are much better 

at £37.95. All 5 winners came over trips from 1m 4f to 2 miles from just 18 runners and 

4 of the 5 came in handicap races.  

 

Personally, I would just back the pair when they team up on anything racing over 1m 4f 

to 2 miles as the maiden winner went in at a nice price. 

 

 
 

System: Back Willie Mulins runners on the Flat running between 1m4f-2m when ridden 

by Chris Hayes. 

 

If you'd like to bet alongside Dr Nick at all the big meetings this year, check out his Big 

Race Tips service which made 692 points profit since January 2016 - Click Here. 

 

 

© 2018 Blue Delta Marketing Ltd 
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Try Nick Hardman's Big Race Tips for just £4.99 
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Bet Less Win More 

This month's Q and A is a more detailed look at the man behind the new tipping service 

Bet Less Win More. A master wordsmith and master tipster. 

 

1. What attracted you to the world of horse racing and what do you enjoy most 

about the sport? 

 

My Dad was a bookie and maintained a lifelong interest as did Granddad Boswell who 

gave my Dad the forenames Gordon Richard. That tells you that it’s in my genes and I 

inherited the middle name Richard as well although my Christian name is a legacy of 

my Mom who was a big Gary Cooper fan!  

 

I remember Dad taking us to Goodwood as kids (the day he lost his car keys but not his 

shirt!) so we could witness the living legend, Lester Piggott. I was six at the time and 

my older brother got a selfie with the great man down by the rail with Lester sat upon 

his horse. Twenty years later in a similar position down by the starting rail at Haydock I 

distinctly remember seeing Pat Eddery’s hands close up and deciding they were the 

second biggest human hands I ever saw. Lester’s come first still. 

 

In that twenty years in between, horse racing did come third behind football and cricket 

and only third because Mom made a big thing each year of the Grand National taking us 

up the chocolate box (local sweetshop) before the race started and allowing us a bet 

every year. 

http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocp-blwm


Dad was always busy working and in general Mom loathed horse racing (cricket was 

her thing) so I didn’t really become a slave to the sound of the thundering hooves until I 

was in my twenties although I was put in detention at primary school one year for 

listening to the Derby commentary on a smuggled in radio during lessons. Mrs Hood 

was my teacher and those old enough will remember that Hood was the name of the 

number one enemy in Thunderbirds. School was always a scary experience for me. 

 

What do I like most about horse racing now?  

 

Standing up close to a chase fence and watching them soar over. A head bobbing finish 

(so long as one of mine is involved!), and the names of horses. I collect them alongside 

the names of non league football teams.  

 

My favourite horse name for years was the legendary Wiki Wiki Wheels - named after a 

transport company I believe. Current favourite is Chillililli. Never won a race! My kind 

of horse! The roof will come off the day she wins! The current favourite footy team 

name is Mickleover Sports although Frank Sidebottom’s beautifully named Timperley 

Bigshorts hold a special place in my heart! 

 

2. What do you think of the world of sports tipping in general and what do you 

think people are in search of when it comes to their hunt for a successful tipster? 

 

I’ve met some very nice people in the sports tipping world recently and the Betting 

School renewed my faith to a large extent. I don’t like blagging tipsters (although I 

concede we all like to discuss a winner in the aftermath) and I’ve come across a few 

shysters in my time which tends to give the profession a slightly seedy air (although it’s 

not as nefarious as being a taxi driver!).  

 

My Dad was always scared of my being a tipster based on what used to happen to ones 

in the bookie’s runner days when tipsters of losers used to be strung up from lampposts! 

It’s a funny profession with no real apprenticeship (I’m an advocate of an NVQ in 

tipping!) and any old bugger able to set himself up and call himself such (how else did I 

start!). 

But it is a good profession to still be in after 20 years.  

 

Not possible unless you are ok at it as it is a totally customer driven profession. 

Customers desert you faster than rats in a sinking ship if you’re no good. I’ve treated it 

as much as a school as anything and I remain teacher and student as ever. Those people 

looking for that aspect have got it right I reckon although no complaints about those 

looking for a way to easy money for little effort. Fraught with disappointments that 

approach, but when it works no doubt it is rewarding.  

 

Personally, though I prefer Premium Bonds for that aspect of things! No losers. I have a 

general aversion to losing as my followers will attest to. 



3. What traits do you think a good racing tipster should possess and what do you 

think the average punter is looking for from a tipping service? 

 

Honesty and Reliability are paramount for me. And as little bullshit as possible.  

 

I like thorough tipsters although can’t claim that as an especial trait of mine. I have that 

innate air of the mystical about me (which oftens translates as a tendency to waffle!) 

and I do get struck by thunderbolts every now and then. I’m told that is an endearing 

feature of mine. 

 

I work hard though and the tortoise moniker recently acquired is very apt. I’m confident 

but ever wary of over confidence. A good tipster must have oodles of self belief. Can’t 

say I know what the average punter is looking for from a tipping sheet other than the 

obvious. Winners sell the beast and the ones no other tipster is finding also helps. I try 

hard to look where others do not. A wet Wednesday at Sedgefield type of thing. 

 

4. Would you say that you have a “typical” working day, and how would you 

describe it? 

 

I sit and watch racing every day and make copious mental and written notes. I’m an 

observer by nature and I like to have ideas and back them up with experience and 

research. 

 

I used to go racing a lot but old age has led me to the comforts of TV watching at home 

mostly now. I spend hours and hours every day tapping away at keyboards. Had to have 

my fingers and arm nerves operated on this summer. Occupational hazard alongside 

emphysema in miners! Emphysema probably worse though! 

 

5. Staggered Accumulators - a brilliant idea that I’m sure many have contemplated 

before but maybe not actioned in a disciplined way. There’s a world of difference 

between the casino player who keeps moving their whole stack onto red or black 

like in the movies and your staggered accas. Could you tell us a bit more about 

your method, thrill us with stories of previous successes and explain how you 

decide when to stop and take the money because in theory, you could go on until 

you can’t get any more bets on. 

 

That was a long question with half the answer in it!  

 

It dawned on me as the way all betting should be played for the serious picker when 

David Davies explained it to me as his modus operandi way back in about 1988. I 

should have never had another type of bet since then but of course I have. He landed it 

on me just as I was about to go on stage at the Lancaster Literature Festival of that year 

(he was the then Director) and I spent the next hour explaining it to an audience of ten 

year olds (I entertained school audiences in those days).  



Often wondered if they ever knew what on earth I‘d been on about. I told them all about 

the magic of Pegasus and Wiki Wiki Wheels. By rights they’ll all be forty year old 

millionaires by now. I wonder if any of them are? 

 

The staggered acca is simply an acca with the forced element of all events having to 

take place on the same day taken out. You don’t cram any slight fancy into it. You wait 

for the weapons grade good thing that comes along sporadically if you are working on 

form study every day and plonk all the returns from the last bet leg on as the stake.  

 

It was my tipster addition to take only the winnings forward from the first leg winner - 

returning that stake to the betting bank and thus making every following bet a free bet. 

Playing with the bookmakers money.  

 

It succeeds if you are good at stringing winners without having a loser in between and 

only loses if that first leg bet goes down. I am trained to wait like a statue now for that 

first bet to come along. Like I said before, I don’t like losers. So that helps. And I have 

the patience of Jove these days. So trained by the awareness that this bet is THE bet.  

 

It is good for you not to bet just for the sake of it. Part of the required learning of 

discipline. Am I a master of that now? Just admitted that the staggered acca has never 

been the only bet I ever have so that answers that long question in one short answer! 

 

You answered the bit about when you stop a staggered acca yourself. You don’t or you 

do. You pick the moment before the loser happens. Or you don’t. The King is dead, 

long live the king as the Bard said. My version of that is the next bet is just around the 

corner and in the very far distance which I think sums the staggered acca up. 

 

My best experiences of it?  

 

I had a recent one at Ffos Las which did actually all take place in one day but utilised an 

unfolding day’s racing to make it work as a pre backed acca with the bookmaker could 

not have done. Came from watching the depth of the heavy going that day and the 

physiognomy of horses coping with what was atrocious ground. I had done some pre 

meeting form study of the card highlighting heavy ground horses, but Ffos Las is a law 

unto itself and only being there and watching that day's racing enabled me to start 

identifying possible winners and value legs for the staggered acca in running.  

 

I missed two races out and landed a 400+ point winner on the day and although I have 

had better returns than that they have sometimes been spread out over several months so 

cramming that all into one day was exciting. Not something I could have tipped though 

that. It was me showing a rare moment of being a successful gambler! 

 

The trouble with the staggered acca is the feeling you get from tipping all the winnings 

away when you do have a losing leg. Strong mentality required to cope with that.  



So these days I do briefer and less long priced staggered accas which can raise 10 points 

or so from an initial 0.4point initial stake and then start afresh. Less exciting but 

requiring less of that steely discipline required to plonk enormous sums on.  

 

Never been great at staking thousands on a horse or anything else if I’m honest.  

 

But I tip and back to £100 a point these days in general so can move into that area 

swiftly with the staggered acca hence my treating it more as a £10 a point bet and thus 

gambling responsibly and saving myself from the thousand pound loser.  

 

Done them in my time. Not recommended for lily livered weaklings like me! And I 

learned trading when the exchanges came along. Very few of my big horse bets these 

days go untraded. 

 

You can build perming into the staggered acca which I also tend to do a lot in my 

cautious mode to make them more likely to be successful.  

 

Becoming a longer answer than question now though. Stick around and experience a 

live staggered acca with me and I promise once we have a decent bank of winnings 

we’ll have a go at the old style yahoo staggered acca which can indeed be like the 

casino chip roulette experience spread over a six month period. 

 

I have enjoyed one of those where the last leg landed but back in my youth when I knew 

no fear and didn’t have the aversion to losing that I have these days. The thrill is 

something though. Maybe you have to be young to appreciate it! 

 

6. You specialise in NH racing, women’s tennis and non-league football. Do you 

consider there is more value to be found in women’s tennis and non-league footy, 

or do you just enjoy watching those sports and so know more about them? 

 

I do bet them because I have a lifetime of enjoying watching them.  

 

Value is around always though if you look where others do not. Non League footy used 

to be chockful of that 18 years ago when I started doing it for the newspapers and after a 

period of bookmaker tightening up it is back as an area bookmakers invest less time 

pricing up accurately now.  

 

Won’t last though now I’m using it for my new staggered accas! 

 

7. From your previous interview I get the impression that a lot of your bets start 

off with a feeling or a hunch ("I do best when following the muse”) and then you 

do the research to support your initial idea.  

 

 



Do a high percentage of these hunches result in money going down or do many fall 

by the wayside once the data is checked? 

 

Both. Depends how much time I’ve got after hunch occurs and before event takes place. 

Never afraid to kill a hunch off if research makes a monkey of it, neither am I afraid to 

back blind the one I haven’t time to research.  

 

Both ways lead to winners and losers but you can still be on a loser after all the research 

in the world and likewise, hunches occasionally win when no research can tell you why 

they have won. The whole process is an amalgam of research and hunch I think. The 

wonders of the human brain. We carry a lot of stuff in it which is how the hunches 

occur. It is a good exercise to keep track of pure hunch bets for an extended time span to 

see if they produce a profit. If they do, chances are your brain works in a way that it 

needs to to be successful at this game. 

 

Some of the ‘research’ actually takes place purely cranially. The younger you are for 

this sort the better. These days I find myself double checking nearly everything and yet 

still the occasional light bulb certainty will emerge which I know I can trust and that I 

don’t need to check.  

 

Don’t worry, I’ll do my best to tell you when this happens! 

 

8. You are known for your original ideas and for finding value where others aren’t 

looking, could you talk a little about originality and share some examples of your 

past ‘original' bets, good or bad? 

 

That’s not an easy thing for me to talk about. Really needs you or somebody who has 

followed me or studied my methods for a while to answer that.  

 

Where does my best original poetry come from? Same thing as tipping. Answer is no 

idea. Like with comedians trying to analyse why they are funny. A destructive instinct. 

You just gotta trust it baby.  

 

If you’ve got it the results will confirm it tipping wise just as a clapping audience 

confirms the arrival of a good poem. I can feel it happening sometimes though in the 

process stage. That exciting tingling feeling that what your brain just thought was good. 

Must be in the chemistry and personality I suspect. I admire originality in others. 

Therefore seek it and champion it in myself. Always have. Entwined in how I’m writing 

these answers too. It’s the way my brain works. Looking where others do not is the best 

I’ve ever come to explaining it or advising others how best to develop it in themselves 

(the younger you start the better. The best tipster I ever met was three years old!).  

 

Good or bad original tips? Not easy to answer either.  



I tipped a Gary Moore horse to beat a Henderson hotpot in a three runner affair at 

Warwick in the early days of LIM and I was the only tipster in the country who 

seriously thought the Henderson hotpot would get beat. Hang on whilst I sort out names 

I’ve forgotten…...Violet Dancer was the Moore horse at 8/1. He hasn’t raced since 

sadly. L’Ami Serge the Henderson horse at 1/5. Went back to hurdling after and has 

won the Select Hurdle, The Betway Aintree Hurdle and the Grande Course de Hautes 

Autieul in France. February 2016. Seems like a hundred years ago.  

 

That was a brilliant original thought tip based mainly I think in me loving the horse 

Violet Dancer and being a serious fan of the Moore family. Can I remember a bad 

original tip? There must be hundreds but I’m struggling. Perhaps they don’t exist??? 

Going to have to think longer about that. Maybe they are too painful to be remembered? 

 

9. The sales letter for your Bet Less Win More service says you are the tortoise of 

the betting world, I guess we all know the hare and the tortoise fable, but what 

does it mean for our betting and followers of your selections? 

 

Beware of over confidence.  

 

If we are truthful with ourselves we are all susceptible to it. Slow and steady does win 

the race. 800 points profit in January is worth nowt if you lose 802 points in February.  

 

This doesn’t apply to everybody. We all have our foibles but like most good fables it 

resonates with the human experience.  

 

A little humility, a little fear perhaps and a belief in perseverance and constancy. All 

built in to make sure you don’t fall foul of the house that Jack built. I want houses I 

build to last forever. No merit in houses with plasterboard walls! Note to self to write 

and remind Persimmon Homes of that fact! 

 

It was a young admirer who coined me as the tortoise of the tipping world. Even 

younger than the one in poetry in primary school days who described me as like a stick 

of celery in a baggy blue jumper! 

 

10. New and old punters alike can struggle to make a success of their betting. If 

you could give them just one piece of advice to improve their profitability what 

would it be? 

 

Trust yourself and always be honest about your losses.  

 

The profits will follow if you open yourself to learning and in particular into learning 

self discipline. 

 

 



11. What do you do to relax and unwind? What interests have you outside the 

world of horse racing? 

 

Remember answering this before. Don’t really do relaxing. Never have.  

 

I like my work but I am a lifelong amateur chess player and ex-punk rock drummer who 

loves listening to old punk tracks incessantly these days. As I write, just learned that 

Pete Shelley died today. Aged 63. Lead singer of the legendary Buzzcocks if you never 

heard of him. Alongside Steve Diggle as part of a songwriting duo as strong as Lennon 

and McCartney. The King is dead. Long live the King. 

 

Not all of life is about horse racing.  

 

Just most of it. 

 

Gary 

 

 

 

 

 

© 2018 Blue Delta Marketing Ltd 
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January Acorns: In The Deep Midwinter 

Let me start by wishing you a Happy New Year. By the time you read this, your 

Christmas Festivities may well be over and we will be entering 2019. 

 

For punters the dawn of the New Year brings with it hope and expectations for the year 

ahead, an optimism and a resolve not to repeat the errors of the past. We all make those 

New Year resolutions to strive to become successful punters in the year ahead. We 

might not stick to those resolutions for long but at least we have shown a commitment 

to improving which is half of the battle. 

 

The racing in January might not be of the same quality as we have seen over Christmas 

or indeed in November and December but there’s still plenty to look forward too. We 

have races like the Peter Marsh Chase at Haydock, The Classic Chase at Warwick, the 

Sky Bet Chase at Doncaster, the Lanzarote Hurdle at Kempton and at the end of the 

month we have Cheltenham Trials Day, which is the last meeting at the home of 

National Hunt racing until the Festival in March.  

 

It’s hard to believe but we are just two and a half months away from the Cheltenham 

Festival! 

 

Now January is the darkest month for many and many of the races I mentioned above 

will as ever be hostage to the British weather. Can racing escape unscathed this year or 

will there be a spell of freezing weather that leads to plenty of abandonment?  



The one thing that we can almost guarantee is that the going is likely to be very soft or 

heavy at many racecourses during the month. 

All Aboard The Mudlarks 

For this month’s Acorns, I am taking a look at those horses, jockey’s and horses that 

have traditionally done well in the January and February when heavy is the going 

description. 

 

As ever the excellent www.horseracebase.com with its mine of detailed information and 

stats is the starting point for this month’s investigation.  

 

To get a decent sample size the stats used are from 2013 to 2017 and are from National 

Hunt handicap races only. They consist of 1078 winners from 9597 runners. 

 

I will begin by looking at a couple of general stats. How favourites and previous heavy 

ground winners have performed? 

The Favourites 

During the period under research, favourites have done reasonably well producing 350 

winners from 1203 runners 29% -57 A/E 0.95 655 placed 54%. 

 

Wins On Going 

 

 

Horses with two or more previous wins with heavy in the going description have done 

best with: 

 

147 winners from 1095 runners 13% -19.6 A/E 0.95 358 placed 33% 

 

However, we are looking to make profits here and there isn’t too much to work on here 

but runners with 2+ winners on heavy that started favourite have produced 41 winners 

from 136 runners 30% A/E 1.02. +2.27 78 placed. 

Trainers 

As ever some trainers seem to do better on heavy going than others. The first trainer I’m 

going to look at is Yorkshire based trainer Sue Smith. 

 

http://www.magcastapp.com/www.horseracebase.com


Sue Smith - 21 winners from 89 runners 24% +42.1 A/E 1.22 40 placed 45% 

 

Digging a bit further let’s see how she fares with her chasers and hurdlers: 

 

 
 

Given Sue’s preference for chasers, I was expecting to find her more profitable with 

runners over the larger obstacles but as the above table shows that’s not been the case. 

Indeed, her hurdlers are doing slightly better than those over fences. 

 

Moving onto wins on the going. 

 

 
 

Again, nothing really stands out although runners that have not won on heavy 

previously do well. 

 

Are there any courses that she does well at?  

 

Well, three stand out. 

 

 
 

21 winners from 33 runners 36% +64.01 A/E 2.02 20 placed 61% 

 

So, of her 21 winners, heavy ground handicap wins at the above three courses have 

provided 58% of her winners from 37% of her total runners. 

 

You could always research further for an even more niche angle but I would be happy to 

stop there. 

 

System: Back Sue Smith’s handicap runners, on heavy ground in January & February at 

Catterick, Haydock & Sedgefield. 

 

Another two trainers worth noting when the mud is flying are Nicky Richards and 

Henry Oliver.  

 



Starting with the former: 

 

Nicky Richards – 16 winners from 47 runners 34% +28.35 A/E 1.75 25 placed 

53%. 

 

All his handicap runners are worth noting but to improve the profit even further 

concentrate on his runners who are fit and have had 2 or 3 runs in the previous 90 days. 

 

 
 

Actually 2018 was a poor one for the trainer with just 1 win from 8 runners 13% -6 3 

placed but you would have made a profit for each of the previous five years.  

 

Hopefully 2019 will see the trainer once again back in profit with heavy ground 

handicappers. 

 

System: Back Nicky Richards handicap runners, on heavy ground in January & 

February that had 2 or 3 runs in the previous 90-days. 

 

Henry Oliver – 13 winners from 37 runners 35% +15.75 A/E 1.54 18 placed 49% 

 

The market seems to be a good guide to his horses’ chances with those going off 8/1 & 

under in the betting producing: 

 

 
 

System: Back Henry Oliver handicap runners, on heavy ground in January & February 

that are 8/1 & under. 

Jockeys 

There are two jockeys whose mounts are worth noting on the heavy ground: Robbie 

Power and Sean Bowen. 

 

Robbie Power - 12 winners from 41 runners 29% +60 A/E 2.23 17 placed 41% 

(handicap hurdles 9 winners from 23 runners 39% +43.5 A/E 2.65 11 placed 48%). 

 

Sean Bowen – 12 winners from 45 runners 27% +42.74 A/E 1.8 16 placed 36% (All 12 

winners in races up to 3m ½ f). 

 

System: Back Robbie Power & Sean Bowen rides in handicap races with heavy in the 

going description. 



Horses 

Finally, something a little different, six horses that have won at least twice on the heavy 

ground in January or February and could pop up at decent prices this year. 

 Pistol – 3 wins from 3 runs 100% +28.75 

 The Delray Munky – 3 wins from 3 runs 100% +15.73 

 Goodtoknow -2 wins from 2 runs 100% +9 

 Another Venture 2 wins from 2 runs 100% +6.63 

 Poormans Hill - 2 wins from 2 nruns 100% +2.18 

 Lochnell – 2 wins from 5 runs 40% +14.5 3 placed 60% 

Like many of the methods outlined above. The above figures are based on historical 

data and whilst history has a good habit of repeating itself, it often doesn’t. 

 

It is important to remember that these bets are for solely on heavy ground, in January & 

February and as such there may be too many or indeed too few qualifiers for you, 

depending on your betting strategies. 

 

Wishing you all a happy and of course profitable 2019. 

 

Until next month. 

 

John Burke 
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Exeter Racecourse: The Home of the 

Haldon Gold Cup and Devon National 

In last month’s OCP magazine I looked at Taunton, one of the five National Hunt 

racecourses located in the south west of England. This month I am moving even deeper 

into the south west of Britain for a look at Exeter racecourse. 

 

As before in this series of articles on British racecourses, I will look briefly at the 

track’s location, history, configuration and a couple of big races run at the track. I will 

also highlight some significant track stats. 

History and Location 

Exeter racecourse is located close to the Cathedral city of Exeter, in the picturesque 

English county of Devon. The racecourse is the highest in Britain, being 850 feet (260 

m) above sea level. 

 

The track, surrounded by heather and gorse, overlooks some of the most beautiful 

countrysides in Devon from its lofty position on the top of the Haldon Hill. To this day 

many locals still call it Haldon Racecourse rather than its official name. 

 

 



The course has excellent transport links. For those coming on foot, a free bus service to 

the racecourse is provided from the city’s St David’s railway station and the Exeter City 

Bus Station each race day. 

 

For racegoers coming by car, the course is located just off the A38 which runs from 

Exeter to Plymouth and is also just short drive from the end of the M5 southbound. 

 

Horse racing has been part of Exeter’s history since the middle of the 17th century and 

the first race meetings were held after the restoration of the monarchy by King Charles 

II, whose love for the sport of horse racing has been well documented. The first official 

racing meeting at Haldon Racecourse was held in 1769. 

 

Like many racecourses, its popularity has waxed and waned since the days of King 

Charles. However, the course managed to become the centre for National Hunt racing in 

this part of England. Hence why Haldon Racecourse would become known as Devon & 

Exeter. 

 

Devon & Exeter was in the 1970s & 1980s seen as a predominantly summer-jumping 

venue with some fairly low-grade racing. Since the course was rebranded and the Devon 

part of the name was dropped in the early 1990s, the quality of the races has improved. 

There is no summer jumping at the course whose season now runs between October and 

May. 

 

Between March & October, the course is the site of the Exeter Racecourse Caravan 

Club. 

 

Infamously the racecourse was the location for the last duel to be held in Devon when a 

local doctor and judge faced off with pistols at dawn in 1833. In more recent years the 

course also saw the death of three-time Cheltenham Gold Cup winner Best Mate when 

competing in the Haldon Gold Cup in November 2005. 

 

In 2007 the track became a member of the Jockey Club Racecourse Group which should 

ensure that that racing is safe for the foreseeable future in this stunning part of the 

country. 

Track Configuration 

Exeter is a right-handed, essentially galloping track with a circuit of two miles. Given 

its location, it’s not surprisingly a hilly and galloping course.  

 

The going can be very heavy in winter and very quick after a spell of dry weather, as we 

saw in the autumn of last year, this is due to the track lacking its own artificial water 

supply. 

 



The hurdles course is on the inside of the chase one but the home turn is used by both. 

The chase course features a steep downhill section on the very long back straight with 

an upward climb as the runners reach the turn for home. It’s a very undulating track but 

the effect of the undulations is mitigated by some long gradual bends. 

 

The fences are not the biggest in the country so it’s an ideal track for a horse having 

their first start over the large obstacles, with both Desert Orchid and Best Mate making 

their debut over fences here. 

 

The course is a good test of both horse and jockey, as the fences are not as evenly 

distributed as they are at other jump’s tracks. This is exemplified by the three fences 

that come in fairly quick succession after the runner’s head away from the grandstand. 

There is then a long break before four fences coming to the home turn. Three of these 

fences come fairly quickly before there is a gap of almost a furlong between the final 

two fences. The four-furlong home straight is on the rise all the way to the winning 

post. 

 

There are seven obstacles to be jumped on the hurdles track. One going away from the 

grandstand, three more before the home turn and three in the home straight. There’s 

almost a furlong between the final hurdle and the line. 

 

Despite the uneven distribution of the fences, the course is still considered a fair one by 

most racing professionals.  

 

Races can be won from the front or by horses who come from off the pace. 

Exeter's Big Races 

There are a number of good races held at the track each season, including the 3m 7f 

Devon National which is held in February. However, the highlight of the season has to 

be the 2m 1f Haldon Gold Cup, which is held in November and has been won in the 

past by some great chasers, such as Viking Flagship, Flagship Uberalles, Best Mate, 

Edredon Bleu, Cue Card and Politologue. The 2018 renewal was won by Gods Own 

who had previously won the race in 2014. 

The Devon National 

The Devon National doesn’t have the kudos of a certain other National but can be a 

severe test of horse’s stamina on heavy ground and the runners having to negotiate 21 

fences during this marathon trip. 

 

First run in 1998,  the largest priced winner of the race is The Clyda Rover trained by 

Helen Nelmes who was sent off at odds of 22/1, when victorious in 2013.  



Last year’s renewal was won Dawson City, trained by Polly Gundry and ridden by the 

now retired Andrew Thornton. 

 

In recent years the most successful trainer in the race has been Jonjo O’Neill whose had 

3 winners from 6 runners 50% +31.5 4 placed 67%.  

 

Should the trainer have a runner in this year's race then it warrants maximum respect. 

Exeter Stats 

Let’s begin by looking at some general stats including favourite stats at the course since 

2014. 

 

The stats below are from Jan 1st 2014 to the time of writing (10/12/18) and cover all 

jumps meetings at the course. Once again, I am using the ever useful 

www.horseracebase.com for the stats. 

 

The results below contain 518 winners from 4604 runners. 

General Stats 

Top 3 in the betting provided 73% winners from 34% of the total runners 

top four last time out provided 58% of the total winners from 39% of the total runners. 

Fate of Favourites 

Now let’s look at the fate of the favourites. 

 

On average favourites, including Joint & Co favs, win about 35% of all National Hunt 

races. How have favourites fared at Exeter in the period under research? 

 

All Favourites have produced – 195 winners from 559 runners 35% -68.6 A/E 0.90 

166 placed 70% 

 

Breaking those results down into non-handicaps and handicaps and looking at last time 

out placings: 

 Non -Handicaps – 112 winners from 237 runners 47% -16.94 A/E 0.92 136 

placed 72% 

 Handicaps – 83 winners from 322 runners 26% -51.66 A/E 0.86 166 placed 

52% 

 Favourites that won their last race have produced - 63 winners from 163 

runners 39% -20.38 A/E 0.91 107 placed 66% 
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 Favourites that had finished outside the top four on their last start produced - 37 

winners from 119 runners 31% -18.46 A/E 0.85 80 placed 67% 

Trainers & Favourites 

If you’re a favourite backer. Then the best trainers when the money is down are: 

 Evan Williams – 4 winners from 5 runners 80% + 6.13 

 Gary Moore – 4 winners from 6 runners 67% +5 

 Jeremy Scott -3 winners from 5 runners 60% +4.13 

 Nigel Hawke -3 winners from 6 runners 50% +3 5 placed 83% 

 Nick Williams -5 winners from 10 runners 50% +1.19 7 placed 70% 

 Victor Dartnell – 5 winners from 11 runners 45% +4.13 8 placed 73% 

 Emma Lavelle -5 winners from 11 runners 45% +7.75 6 placed 55% 

 

Trainer Stats and Angles 

Here are a few interesting trainer track stats. That will hopefully enable you to identify 

some winners at Exeter this season. 

 

The top trainer at the track numerically is Philip Hobbs – 50 winners from 232 

runners 22% -36.42 A/E 0.93 102 placed 44% 

 

For those of you looking for a profitable micro angle for the trainer you do worse than 

look at his runners with the following traits: 

Trainer: Philip Hobbs 

Race Class: 4, 5 or 6 

 

Race Type: Non-handicaps (chases & hurdles) 

 

Best Position In Last Three Runs: 1st, 2nd or no previous form 

 

These qualifiers have produced 19 winners from 39 runners 49% +28.51 A/E 1.39 26 

placed 67% since the start of 2014. 

 

 



Other trainers whose runners are worth noting are Harry Fry, Neil King and Evan 

Williams. 

 

Exeter is Harry Fry’s local track so you would expect him do well here and you would 

be right.  

 

Since the start of 2014 he’s had 27 winners from 74 runners 36% +44.8 A/E 1.27 45 

placed 61%. 

 

Digging a bit deeper 52% of those winners from 35% of his total runners had the 

following traits: 

Jockey: Noel Fehily 

Race Type: Non-handicap (hurdles & NHF races) 

 

Producing the following results 14 winners from 26 runners 54% +46.38 22 placed 

85% (each way +57.55). 

 

Trainer Neil King hasn’t had many runners at the track but he boasts an excellent win 

strike rate – 6 winners from 14 runners 43% +22.11 A/E 2.28 11 placed 79% (each 

way +33.39) 

 

Welsh trainer Evan Williams is another trainer who does well at the track.  

 

Since the start of 2014, he’s had 16 winners from 60 runners 27% +39.13 A/E 1.87 

22 placed 37%. Not only is he a profitable trainer but as the A/E figure indicates they 

are also under bet by the public. 

 

Nine or 53% of his winners have come in handicap hurdles - 9 winners from 22 

runners 41% + 43.88 A/E 2.74 11 placed 50% (each way +50.78). 

 

Hopefully, you enjoyed this brief look at Exeter racecourse and some of the track’s key 

stats. 

 

In next month’s article, I will be heading to the Midlands and Uttoxeter racecourse. The 

home of the Midlands National. 

 

Until next time. 

 

John Burke 

  



Click Here to Join Carl for this Weeks ITV Bets 
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Favourite Backing: The Way to Profit? 

For regular readers of these articles, you will know that I enjoy looking at horse racing 

betting systems. However, I haven’t until now looked at how you can use favourites to 

make your betting more profitable. 

 

In this brief article, I will attempt to show how you can have some fun and even more 

importantly profit from backing favourites. 

 

Now many punters, myself included, like the idea of taking a punt on a big priced 

outsider in a race. You feel great when it comes off. All that study of the race and your 

one of the few who's managed to pick that big priced winner that no one else has. 

Therefore, being more adventurous, by backing the outsider, can pay off extremely well. 

But it doesn’t happen often enough. 

 

Now when it comes to backing favourites, plenty of punters avoid them. You will no 

doubt have heard or read people say that the tipster or punter, “they only back or tip 

favourites”. It’s usually said or written with a fair level of scorn too.  

 

However, it shouldn’t be like that because backing the right favourites really is the way 

to long term profits. 

 

 



The Favourite-Longshot Bias Rears Its Head 

In betting and financial markets, you will often come across something called the 

“favourite-longshot bias”. Putting it simply bettors overvalue the “longshots” and 

undervalue favourites or in other words, favourites are underbet whilst longshots are 

overbet. 

 

Plenty of empirical studies have shown this to be correct since the term first came into 

use in the late 1940s. If you want to read a good academic article on the “favourite-

longshot bias”, then I highly recommend: “Why is There A Favourite-Longshot Bias 

in British Racetrack Betting Markets” by Leighton Vaughan Williams and David 

Paton, for the Economic Journal (Jan 1997). Now it’s over 20-years-old but its 

relevance remains and it’s an excellent nine-page introduction to the phenomenon. 

 

To see if the favourite-longshot bias was still happening I took a look at the stats for the 

2018 Flat season, as I thought the picture painted on winning ‘longshots’ isn’t a good 

one.  

 

I took runners going off at 20/1 & bigger as outsiders. Such qualifiers produced the 

following set of results: 

 

244 winners from 14042 runners 2% -6994 A/E 0.58 1163 placed 8% 

 

The Return on Investment (ROI) or lack of it, in this case, was -49.81%. 

 

I further looked at how runners sent off at odds between 4/1 & 9/1 fared during the last 

flat season. They produced the following figures: 

 

1665 winners 13882 runners 12% -2369 A/E 0.84 4967 36% 

 

The loss on such runners was still high at -17.07%. 

 

Meanwhile looking at the stats for favourites (clear, co & joint) for the 2018 flat season. 

 

1742 winners from 5326 33% -196.31 A/E 0.96 3201 placed 60% 

 

Granted you would still have lost backing all favourites during the season just gone but 

the loss would be a more manageable -3.69%. 

 

So, the proportion of races won by the favourite is running at a healthy 33%. 

 

Taking this a bit further. Odds-on favourites won around 61% of their races losing 

2.56%. 

 



Seeing those results looking on with disdain at favourite backers doesn’t really make 

sense. 

Backing the Right Favourites 

The key, of course, is to find the right favourites to back. People who back favourites 

tend to assume that each favourite has the best chance in the race.  

 

This assumption is wrong! 

 

As the above figures show just one third of favourites win their races which still means 

two-thirds of favourites don’t so they must be “False Favourites”. 

 

Most professional punters will tell you that about 40% of favourites are false and I 

haven’t seen anything that disputes that figure. So, 60% of favourites are going off at 

shorter odds then they should. 

 

Even if you get 30 winners from 100 bets, you would need to be getting average odds of 

11/8 on each winning favourite to just break even. This is no easy task I can assure you. 

 

Now if we accept that 40% of favourites are false favourites and you could find them 

before the race you would be looking at striking 30 winners from 60 bets which would 

be a 50% winning strike rate. 

 

Now I can hear you say that’s all well and good but how do you eliminate those 40 false 

favourites?  

 

It’s not my intention to go into any detail how you do that in this article.  

 

But here are a few filters you can use: 

 Jockeys - Avoid favourites not ridden by a top jockey. 

 Course - Avoid favourites that have yet to prove they handle the track they are 

racing on. 

 Trainers - Avoid trainers with low winning strike rates at the track. 

 Going - Avoid favourites that haven’t proven they handle the prevailing going. 

 Draw - Avoid favourites that haven’t got a good draw which is very important at 

some tracks. 



These are just a few examples that you can use to help eliminate those 60% of false 

favourites and be backing strong favourites. Which will help in increasing your 

percentage of winners. 

 

The savvy favourite backer, whose an investor not a gambler, by the way, won’t bet on 

all races but they will limit their investments to only those favourites with a strong 

chance. 

 

Backing favourites successfully boils down to being selective and finding discrepancies 

between your opinion and projected odds and the price offered by the bookies. 

 

Never dismiss a favourite that’s odds on. Indeed, they can be some of the best value 

bets you ever place. 

 

For example: If a punter puts on £1000 on a 1/2 favourite, if it wins, he’s pocketed a 

cool £500 profit. Another punter puts £10 on the same horse, he gets a return of £5. To 

the former punter, it’s a good bet to the latter the small profit doesn’t seem worth the 

risk. 

 

But of course, it remains a value bet. 

 

Betting is a long-term game with the aim of winning money over the long-term. I have a 

few micro-systems that involve backing favourites. The profits are small but over 12 

months ROI is still better than I would get from any bank savings account. 

 

I can’t give you the exact details of the betting systems I use, due to the fact that as soon 

as details of a successful betting system are shared, any profitability is soon reduced 

significantly and can be wiped out completely. 

 

The Right Sort of Races 

However, to give you some understanding of the basics and to enable you to do your 

own research. Here are a few pointers.  

 

For the purpose of this exercise I shall be using the Racing Post website. 

 

At the time of writing this, it’s day one of Cheltenham’s two-day International Meeting. 

Going to the Racing Post website. I click through to the Cheltenham course stats and 

click on the favourites tab.  

 

 

 

The page will look like this: 



 
 

What I am looking for are races where favourites have a good win strike rate, I look for 

40% and above.  

 

The higher, of course, the better.  

 

It’s great if the favourite in these types of race makes a level stakes profit over the five 

years but it’s not essential if the levels stakes loss is small. 

 

Looking at those Cheltenham course stats. We can forget about the favourites in the 

handicap races. Low win strike-rates and big losses! 

 

Non-handicap hurdles are the most interesting the win strike rate is 45% with a small 

level stakes profit +7.73. 

 

Now let’s turn to Doncaster, doing the same as I did for Cheltenham opens up the 

following page. 

 



 
 

The first thing that jumps off the page is the strength of the favourites at the track, 

excluding NHF races. Indeed, compare the record of handicap hurdle favourites at 

Doncaster to Cheltenham! 

 

Favourites in jumps handicaps at Doncaster are doing rather well. Yet for some reason 

they are being under bet by the betting public. 

 

You can go through each track to see which races offer the best potential for backing 

favourites and putting the odds in your favour, 

 

Using my qualifying criteria, favourites in non-handicap hurdle races at Cheltenham and 

at Doncaster favourites in non-handicap chases and handicap hurdle would qualify.  

 

The Doncaster non-handicap hurdles have the requisite high win-strike rate at 47% but 

the level stakes loss is big and such favourites are going off at lower odds than they 

should be. 

 

Now, this isn’t the end of the process.  

 

You still need to have the right staking plan and look at the individual race in more 

detail. But hopefully what I have outlined gives you a bit of a flavour of how you can 

have some fun and make money betting on favourites.  

 

Always remember to be selective and look for the right races to bet in.  

 

That’s what the professionals do! 

 

Until next time. 

 

John Burke 

  



 

 
 

Click Here for an On Course Profits Exclusive Offer 
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Big Bash Preview: All the Best Pre-

Tournament Tips 

Before I start, I just wanted to mention that I realise you won’t be reading this before 

the 24th December and that the first Big Bash match is on the 19th, but it’s a long old 

tournament, no-one will have played more than one match by the time you read this, 

and many of the prices are unlikely to have changed much by the time you get this…. 

A Good Watch, a Good Betting Contest 
There’s a lot to like about the Big Bash both from purely a sporting perspective as well 

as a betting one. From a sporting one, the standard is extremely high, the matches are on 

at a very decent time (generally between 8 am and midday) and the standard of the 

commentary is brilliant with former players like Mark Waugh, Shane Warne, Ricky 

Ponting and Adam Gilchrist regular pundits offering valuable insight into what’s going 

on and what might happen next. 

 

From a betting perspective, it’s a good thing that the sides don’t change as much from 

season to season as they do in say the IPL, meaning that if you’ve been following it for 

a couple of years you’ve probably worked out the strengths and weaknesses of the sides 

and how you expect them to perform.  

 

 



And after all, teams and players doing what you expect of them is a real comfort rug for 

the cricket bettor.  

 

So let’s talk bets. 

The Winner 

I suppose you don’t need a so-called expert to tell you that the favourites (Perth 

Scorchers) are the team most likely to taste Big Bash glory but that’s somewhat missing 

the point. 

 

The Perth Scorchers are by far the most successful side in Big Bash history. In eight 

editions, they have won it three times and made the final a further twice. Significantly, 

in each of the last three times they made the final they won it. So, they’re hardly ones to 

bottle it at the last hurdle. 

 

You could go as far as saying they’re the most successful side in T20 franchise history 

because no-one in the IPL, T20 Blast or any other league boasts those sorts of records. 

 

They could easily have won it last year, too. They topped the regular season table only 

to fall to Hobart in the semis, who posted a huge 211 that was simply far too much.  

 

But one poor day with the ball certainly doesn’t suggest they’re not capable of going all 

the way this year. 

 

So what’s the secret to their success?  

 

The first is that they make minimal changes to their squad, meaning that everyone has 

become accustomed to their particular role over the years. 

 

The second is that either by chance or through planning, they’ve managed to secure a 

squad of players who are class acts but not quite the Australian elite. Guys like Ashton 

Turner, Michael Klinger, Hilton Cartwright and Ashton Agar. There’s a big advantage 

there because it means that when the Australia ODIs come up towards the second part 

of the season, they don’t have too many players absent on international duty. 

 

The third point to make about their squad is that they’re particularly blessed in the fast 

bowling department. Not only is that an advantage in Australia in general but it’s 

particularly significant in terms of the conditions at their home ground. They’ve actually 

moved from the WACA to the Opus Stadium this season and though the wicket isn’t 

quite as fast, it’s still a big plus to have genuine quicks there. Top of the pile is Andrew 

Tye but they can boast at least four others of quality, including Englishman David 

Willey. 

 



I could go through all the other seven sides in the competition and pick out the issues 

they each have but I’m not sure that’s necessary. Some lack the strength in depth, others 

haven’t recruited wisely in terms of overseas players, a couple are likely to lose too 

many key players to Australia duty one way or another and one or two have just 

performed so poorly over the years that it’s hard to see why things should be any 

different his time around with what are essentially the same players. 

 

That doesn’t mean that the likes of the Adelaide Strikers or the Hobart Hurricanes can’t 

win it. It’s to say that given they’re just one or two points bigger than the Scorchers, 

they’re not as good value. 

 

So we’re back to the Scorchers. Yes, they’re favourites but that’s for all the reasons 

we’ve just mentioned and if anything, they should maybe be a bit shorter than the 5.8 

you can currently get at Betfair (Exchange). The next best price is with Skybet, who are 

going 5.5. 

Top Bowler 

Again, I won’t go through the reasons why I don’t fancy bowlers x or y from the long 

list of bowlers in with a chance of being top Big Bash wicket-taker but I will say the 

market has got it right in terms of identifying the three deserved favourites: Dwayne 

Bravo, Jofra Archer and Rashid Khan, who are all around the 11.0 mark.  

 

But which of the three? 

 

Bravo and Rashid were tied for most wickets on 18 last season. Archer was joint-third 

on 16 so not much to choose between them. One of the reasons why these three are 

worth considering is that they’re all overseas players with no international commitments 

of their own, meaning that as long as they don’t get injured, they’ll be around for as 

long as their teams are still in it. The aforementioned Tye for example, would probably 

win it if he was to play the whole tournament but he won’t because he’ll miss a few 

games while playing for Australia and that could make all the difference. 

 

The preference goes to Khan.  

 

The Afghan legspinner is just 20 but already just about the best bowler in the world in 

this format and given he plays a heck of a lot of T20 franchise cricket, just keeps on 

getting better for his experiences in different conditions. He’s an amazing player with a 

variety of deliveries that batsmen just can’t read and more importantly, he’s an attacking 

bowler who permanently goes in search of wickets while other bowlers are happy to just 

contain and go for as little runs as possible. 

 

Another important factor is that he plays for the Adelaide Strikers, who won it last year.  



They should go well again this year so playing an extra match- assuming they make the 

semis or an extra two if they make the final- could be significant; this race is normally a 

tight contest so that extra match or two could be significant. Khan is a best price 11.0 

with Bet365. 

Top Batsman 

Finally, a case of it paying to look beyond the favourites.  

 

In addition to what we’ve already said about the importance of being in action for as 

many matches as possible by not being absent on international duty (making the semis 

or better is also a bonus), there’s an even more important factor: don’t look beyond 

opening batsmen. The record books suggest that with the possible exception of the great 

Virat Kohli, who bats at 3 (who’s not playing in the Bash by the way!), it’s always 

openers who win this prize. 

 

There are good reasons for that.  

 

They bat in the powerplays where boundaries are easier to come by, are the only players 

who can bat for the whole innings and the extra time they’ve spent at the crease allows 

them to get set for the latter stages of the innings where they can really swing the bat. 

 

So the first one to go with is Jake Weatherald. Also of the Strikers, he was the third 

highest scorer last year and opens for them. When star batsmen Travis Head and Alex 

Carey report for Australia duty, it will be up to him to make sure he hangs around for as 

long as possible each time he bats which is important. It’s all well and good scoring 30 

off 15 balls and getting out in terms of the teams’ run-rate for that game but for you as a 

punter, you’re much better off going with someone who’s more likely to get 65 off 60. 

 

And a lot of the same things can be said about veteran Michael Klinger of the 

Scorchers. I’m not sure how he keeps going for year after year but he does. Now 38 

years of age, he’s actually the top runscorer in Big Bash history, which tells its own 

story. 

 

He had a quiet season last time out but that was perfectly understandable as he had 

personal off-field issues to deal with at the time. For all of Perth’s talent in the middle-

order, they’ve always had a gameplan of batting around him, making him another type 

of player who will consider 50 off 50 just fine as long as others take risks around him 

and are more aggressive. 

 

The first match of the Big Bash is on Wednesday 19th December. 

 



Recommended bets: 

 Back Perth Scorchers to win @ 5.8 with Betfair Exchange 

 Back Rashid Khan to be Top Bowler @ 11.0 with Bet365 

 Back Michael Klinger to be Top Batsman @ 26.0 each-way (1/4 odds Top 4) 

with Ladbrokes 

 Back Jake Weatherald to be Top Batsman @ 21.0 each-way (1/4 odds Top 4) 

with Betfred 

 

You can read more analysis and tips from James Pacheco on the Big Bash at 

www.bettingmaestro.com, including regular match previews throughout the tournament. 

You can also follow Jamie on Twitter @Thethirdman10. 

 

James Pacheco - www.bettingmaestro.com 
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Product Reviews 

Our latest reviews on some of the products and services currently on offer on the 

market. Does this month’s offering show any signs of a prosperous 2019? 

 

 
Cost: £15.00 for the first month then £30.00 per month thereafter. 

 

The Trial: This month has been a little odd. We started well with 6 winners which gave 

us a winning run of 8 on the bounce, but then as we know we should have expected we 

had a losing run of 7 selections. 

 

Overall we had 8 winners from 20 selections and showed a small loss for the month of 

3.20 points to the advised prices (4.50 point to achieved prices). 

 

Our final overall position is 42 winners from a total of 93 selections and an overall 

profit of almost 20 points to the advised prices (12.50 points to achieved prices). 

 

http://www.sportsworldpublishing.co.uk/products/SS-Racing


Although the ROI is respectable you would probably need to stake reasonably heavy to 

cover subscription costs and turn a reasonable profit. 

 

Conclusion: Could be of interest to some. Find out more here. 

 

 

 
Cost: £9.99 per month. 

 

The Trial: The Each Way Doubles service is a follow on from the successful singles 

service. Selections are sent through via email during the evening and offer between 2 

and 5 selections which allow one or more doubles to be placed based on the early odds. 

 

Sadly the results haven’t been up there yet with just 2 winning singles, 3 winning 

doubles and 5 place doubles resulting from the 103 selections received to date 

(producing 174 doubles). 

 

Our current situation is a loss of over 100 points. 

 

Conclusion: Let us hope that our earlier optimism means that Chris can bounce back to 

winning ways. Find out more here. 

 

 

 
Cost: Currently closed to new members. 

 

The Trial: Sadly we have not received any further communication from this service 

which is purchased via Clickbank. Clickbank does offer a 60 day money back guarantee 

so it is important that you do take up this guarantee and ask for your refund if you are 

unhappy with the service. 

 

Conclusion: Not recommended. 

 

http://www.sportsworldpublishing.co.uk/products/SS-Racing
https://www.horse4course-racetips.com/each-way-double.html
https://www.horse4course-racetips.com/each-way-double.html


 
Cost: £57.00 for 28 days or £124.00 for 90 days. 

 

The Trial: You may remember that last month we were singing the praises of The 

Formula but we did add a note of caution and commented that we hoped that the 

success we were seeing was not just a flash in the pan. 

 

Well, this month from the 52 selections received we had 11 winners and 3 placed each 

way selections. A strike rate of just over 21% sounds good but sadly for the latest 

month, we are down 41.50 points to the advised odds with Best Odds Guaranteed 

(BOG). 

 

Conclusion: We will not despair. We have another month to go and thanks to the 

previous month's successes we are still in healthy profit overall. You can find out more 

about the service here. 

 

 
 

Cost: £14.99 monthly or £79.99 quarterly. 

 

The Trial: Our latest month has seen 38 selections with advised stakes as follows: 

 

1 point win – 27 selections 

0.5 point each way 4 selections 

2 point win – 3 selections 

1 point each way 3 selections 

3 points win – 1 selection 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/447
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/447
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocpstarhorsetips


From the above, we were successful with 7 outright winners and 3 of the each way 

selections finishing placed wish gave us overall a small profit of 1.50 points from 46 

points staked. 

 

Conclusion: The latest month would have meant that you would have struggled to pay 

the monthly subscription but still, a profit is a profit. Find out more here. 

 

 
Cost: £1.00 first 14 days then £39.99 per month thereafter. 

 

The Trial: We commented last month that this service would not be for the faint 

hearted and this month has been no exception with just 2 winners from 53 selections! 

 

A loss for the month of over 60 points brings our total loss to 82 points with having had 

just 5 winning bets from 104 selections. 

 

Conclusion: Not recommended. 

 

 

 

 

 

© 2018 Blue Delta Marketing Ltd 
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Tipster Top Ten 

Our Tipster Top Ten results are based on Advised Stakes and use Best Odds 

Guaranteed for the last 90 days at the time of writing. 

 

1. Daily Doubles – SR 5% ROI 109% 

Maintaining their place in the table is Daily Doubles, but it could be argued that this is 

purely by default of the double landed back in October which gave an ROI for the 

month of 250%! Sadly November saw a whopping negative ROI of 75% and December 

to date has failed to show a profit.  

 

It’s unlikely we’ll be seeing Daily Doubles next time around unless they happen to land 

another…double, in between times. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

2. Loves Racing – SR 25% ROI 88% 

A climber this month is Loves Racing. Recent winners have included Company Asset 

16/1, Encrypted 6/1 and Champagne at Tara (E/W) placed at 25/1. The “Extra” tips, 

which come as part of the main service, have also offered up plethora of winners.  

 

Let’s hope 2019 offers up similar results. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/379
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocplr


3. Value Wins – SR 17% ROI 62% 

Dropping one place in the table is Value Wins. With October closing with a healthy 

profit of +90 points and November adding to the positive mix with a further 22 points it 

is only to be expected that the current month at timing of writing is serving a loss, albeit 

not detrimental at 15.50 points. There is still time to turn round a profit, but as we have 

clearly mentioned before ROI in these kinds of levels are rarely, if ever maintainable in 

the longer term. Expect a correction. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

4. Carl Nicholson's TV Specials – SR 42% ROI 43% 

Unchanged in fourth spot is Carl Nicholson’s TV Specials and together with the Racing 

Diary also showing a healthy return on investment of almost 40% the position in the 

table seems a steady certainty. With a variety of win bets and each way selections a 

steady profit of a shade over 20 points in the latest complete month is always good to 

see. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

5. HODL! – SR 33% ROI 42% 

This service comes from the stable of tipstrr.com and a look at the reported results 

shows profits being made month by month since its inception in August. Recent 

winners include a steady supply of single priced selections such as Eye OF The Water 

5/1, Same Circus 11/2, Smaoineamh Alainn 4/1 Robbing The Prey 5/1 and Guvenor’s 

Choice 6/1. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

6. Lucky 7 Naps – SR 25% ROI 41% 

Still finding the winners are Lucky 7 Naps. After a rollercoaster November, which in 

fairness still ended in a positive December has seen the service take off in to the 

stratosphere with profits currently standing at over 130+ points.  

 

A nice win early in the month with 16/1 shot Polo The Mumm and later in the month 

with Quarenta 10/1 plus a number of nice single priced winners has returned the service 

away from the relegation zone. 

You can find out more about the service here. 

 

7. Two Percent Club - SR 17% ROI 35% 

A service we have seen before is the Two Percent Club. The journey is rarely smooth 

with this service, but if you stick with it the profits always seem to appear before the 

month turns to a close and the latest month is looking like being a bumper month with 

more than 100 points currently in the bag. 

You can find out more about the service here. 

 

 

 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/7/view/46
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocpitv
https://tipstrr.com/tipster/hodl/?ref-a=bluedel
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/2/view/56
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/39


8. Each Way Algorithm – SR 44% ROI 34% 

This service had two amazing months through October and November, but the latest 

month has got off to a little bit of an uncomfortable start and result need to improve if 

they are to be seen here next month and move up the table. 

You can find out more about the service here. 

 

9. WannaWin – SR 15% ROI 33% 

This service is relatively new but after an excellent first month and returns being in 

profit for the latest month also they have earned their place at number 9 in the table. We 

will have to wait and see though if the form continues or whether this is a flash in the 

pan. 

You can find out more about the service here. 

 

10. Unity Racing Investments – SR 16% ROI 26% 

Bringing up the rear this month is Unity Racing Investments. Their fall from grace in 

the table is a result of a poor 6 week period which they really need to turn around if they 

are to be seen next month. 

You can find out more about the service here. 
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